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The concept and expression for the english word FAITH translating it to old ancient expressions, 'means to take TODAY only in
time and that event that can be altered, in which you can control tomorrow.
Charity which comes from the GI‘eek(CaI‘itas, caI‘us)is far' below Aphíloa
and Agappa, and even though it has been stretched in slang, it still does
not go beyond tolerance and leníency spiritually.
LOVE
Now that you have been shown this, keep in mind, whatever you make
the GAU out of, it cannot be bolted, glued, or nailed together. It must
held together by an old Ancient Law. The civilized nations of the past thought this to be a mystery spiritually, but it is not. It is
part of
a child ritual that Ancient Chiefs, Prophets, and Medicine People were tortured, beaten, and killed for and to" the end they would
not reveal
how it was done because of one spiritual law: THE RITUAL BELONGS TO THE
PEOPLE. This subject will be touched on later. Another law that`deals
with the GAU, when put together it must always be put together the same
way or do not mix olyìntermingle the parts otherwise it will become a
negative force working against you.
It appears we got sídetracked, but _back to the subject. We were
talking about a catastrophe which led into a spiritual turning point
which was good for some and bad for others such as the Prophets of Gloom.
Not one person reading this book can denyfohey have come to or will
cometo the end of their spiritual walk with the present religious writting
they had been going by, and the next step spírítuallywould be to put
into action, what has been taught to be a true believer of a God, Lord_,
or Savior. (If I have left out the name of your Supreme Being, please
forgive. To list all of these names would take a book of l,OOO pages)

